
Business cities are contributed well to the economic 
growth of concentrated geography as well in the nation’s 
development. Fostering entrepreneurship is a primary goal 
of any nation in the 21st century to bear with the financial 
problems that it encountering. Business cities are one of 
the ways to foster entrepreneurship and region 
development to any type of nation.
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India exhibits low international orientations and the entrepreneurial intentions are low when 
compared to western countries, though India has plenty of young population and land. Entrepreneurship 
has been ‘embedded with Indian peoples and is a part of its tradition since ancient times. T.N.
 
              A Good Introduction : -  
                           Depict the significance (importance) of the study - why was this value doing in any case? Give 
a wide connection. Extremely briefy depict the exploratory configuration and how it achieved the expressed 
destinations. 

This study was carried to understand the prevailing entrepreneurial environments in the business 
city of Sivakasi. The city Sivakasi is specialised with three major industries viz Matches, Fireworks and 
Printing industries. 

               A Good Materials  : - 
                             Materials may be accounted for in a different passage or else they may be distinguished 
alongside your systems. 

Entrepreneurial Environmental factors were deliberately discussed with the entrepreneurs of 
Sivakasi. After that they have go through the administrated questionnaire to know the prevailing 
environments to their businesses.  

              A Good Result  : -
                      Portray aftereffects of control investigations and incorporate perceptions that are not exhibited 
in a formal figure or table, if proper. 

We have shown in this study about the prevailing entrepreneurial environments and the belief of 
extent in which it contributed to the entrepreneurship in the city of Sivakasi. 

             A Good Conclusion  : -
  The  research have wider scope for new academician  and research scholars.
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?The work, as with all work advancing from this specific gathering, 
is generally sound. 
?My remarks here are concerned singularly with the association of 
the composition. 
?Thought of these focuses will, I accept, lead to an enhanced 
report that better shows the key ideas and conclusions. 
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